Performance Packs

Giving you better productivity when you need it

What are performance packs?
Performance packs are options that can be added to your OL Connect licences. They increase key productivity
settings to help you get better performance.
Performance packs give a boost to two different productivity settings: Parallel Jobs and Speed
Parallel Jobs are the number of jobs that can be processed simultaneously
Speed is the maximum speed of print, email, web or mobile output creation
OL Connect can balance the number of parallel jobs with speed to ensure that your productivity is optimised. These
configurations can be modified if ever the need arises, ensuring our customers remain in control of their systems and
processes.

How it works
TIME

JOBS

Parallel Jobs use the power of your computer to
process multiple jobs at the same time resulting in
faster end to end processing, saving time.

Speed determines the maximum rate at which each job
is generated allowing more jobs to be processed in the
same time, improving productivity.

PARALLELISED

TIME SAVED

PRODUCTIVITY GAINED

Automation
Medium volume
Recurring jobs
On-demand needs
Day to day operations with rare peaks

Transactional business communications

Parallel Jobs

Maximum Speed*

PlanetPress Connect

6

3,000

+1 Performance Pack

7

7,000
Automation
High volume
Multiple complex concurrent jobs
Peaks management with very high volume
Need to eliminate bottlenecks
Clustered environment

Enterprise communications

Parallel Jobs

Maximum Speed*

PreS Connect

16

10,000

+1 Performance Pack

24

20,000

+2 Performance Pack

32

40,000

+3 Performance Pack

64

80,000
One-off-non-recurring jobs
Small batches
Optimized speeds

Promotional communications
Maximum Speed (subscription license)*

Maximum Speed (full license)*

PrintShop Mail Connect

250

1,000

+1 Performance Pack

1,250

3,000

+2 Performance Pack

2,250

5,000

+3 Performance Pack

3,250

7,000

Design your own forms
Initiate workflow from a mobile device
Host your own information for security

Mobile workforce automation
Parallel Jobs

Maximum Speed*

Capture OnTheGo Starter

4

300

+1 Performance Pack

5

750

+2 Performance Pack

6

1,800

*Maximum speeds relate to the final output creation stage of any job which means they apply to the creation of print (pages/minute), email (per minute), mobile & web pages
(per minute) after all pre-processing steps have been completed. Complex documents will reduce maximum speeds as will underpowered computer hardware, so they cannot
be guaranteed. Optimising templates and processes as well as increasing hardware (RAM, CPUs, SSDs etc.) will increase the speed of processing jobs. PReS Connect supports
the ability use multiple PCs in a cluster allowing lower specification computers to help with performance.
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